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The Hunterian Museum
WWW.RCSENG.AC.UK/MUSEUMS-
AND-ARCHIVES/HUNTERIAN-
MUSEUM/

The Hunterian Museum at the Royal
College of Surgeons of England has at
its heart the anatomy and pathology
collections of the eighteenth-century
surgeon and anatomist John Hunter.

Wellcome Collection

Wellcome Collection is a free
museum and library that aims to
challenge how we all think and
feel about health.

WWW.WELLCOMECOLLECTION.ORG

Highgate Cemetary

Visit the final resting places of such
greats as Lydia Folger Fowler, pioneering
American physician and first American-
born woman to earn a medical degree,
Henry Gray, anatomist and surgeon and
author of Gray's Anatomy, Henry Lee,
surgeon, pathologist and syphilologist
and many more!

WWW.HIGHGATECEMETERY.ORG/

Alexander Fleming
Laboratory Museum
WWW.IMPERIAL.NHS.UK/ABOUT-
US/OUR-SERVICES/FLEMING-MUSEUM

Nestled within St. Mary's Hospital, this
museum is dedicated to the life and
work of Sir Alexander Fleming, a
Scottish scientist who is best known for
his discovery of penicillin

Keep scrolling for
 

The Old Operating
Theatre
WWW.OLDOPERATINGTHEATRE.COM

Housed in the attic of the early
eighteenth-century church of the old
St Thomas’ Hospital, this
atmospheric museum offers a
unique insight into the history of
medicine and surgery.
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The Anaesthesia
Heritage Centre

Learn the remarkable story of
anaesthesia, from its first public
demonstration in 1846 to modern day
anaesthetists working in the aftermath
of wars and terrorist attacks.

Chelsea Physic Garden

Founded in 1673 by The Worshipful
Society of Apothecaries of London for
its apprentices to study medicinal
plants and their uses, it became one
of the most important centres of
botany and plant exchange in the
world. 

WWW.CHELSEAPHYSICGARDEN.CO.UK

Brompton Cemetary

Visit the final resting places of such
greats as Joseph Thomas Clover
pioneer of anaesthesia, John Snow
anaesthetist and epidemiologist, Sir
Thomas Spencer Wells surgeon to
Queen Victoria and many more

WWW.ROYALPARKS.ORG.UK/PARKS/B
ROMPTON-CEMETERY

Science Museum
WWW.SCIENCEMUSEUM.ORG.UK/VISIT

Visit the Medicine Gallery located on
the 1st Floor of the museum to see
the world’s first MRI scanner,
Fleming’s penicillin mould, a
professional pianist’s prosthetic arm
and even robotic surgery equipment

There is lots to see & do in London, for more ideas:
WWW.TIMEOUT.COM/LONDON/THINGS-TO-DO/101-

THINGS-TO-DO-IN-LONDON

The Florence
Nightingale Museum
WWW.FLORENCE-NIGHTINGALE.CO.UK/

Florence Nightingale was the
founder of modern nursing, was one
of our greatest Victorians and a
female icon in her own lifetime. She
is still an inspiration to nurses
around the globe.

WWW.ANAESTHETISTS.ORG/HOME/H
ERITAGE-CENTRE

https://anaesthetists.org/Home/Heritage-centre

